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The first cornerstone for
Mallinckrodt Institute of
Radiology was laid in 1930 and
the dedication was held in
1931 Above, the Institute IS
pictured as construction
neared completion

Mallinckrodllnslilule
01 Radiology: 47.years 01 grolVing
By Glenda King Rosenthal

The Mallinckrodt Institute of
Radiology provides the
resources and space necessary
to bring together clinicians,
scientists, teachers and
patients in order to continue
to develop better radiological
services for the nation's
health needs of tomorrow.

Beginnings were dillicult
In 1981 the Mallinckrodt Institute of
Radiology (M IR) wi II celebrate fifty
years of existence. Over these past
forty-six years, the Institute has gone
from being practically non-existent to
becoming an internationally known
diagnostic and treatment center with
monumental research and teaching re
sponsi bi I ities.
Reaching this stage was not an easy
task, for in the early 1920's radiology
was not even a recognized discipline.
According to Ronald G. Evens, M.D.,
Elizabeth E. Mallinckrodt Professor and
Director of the Mallinckrodt Institute
of Radiology, Mallinckrodt owes its be
ginnings to three things: Dr. Evarts Gra
ham, the Edward Mallinckrodt family
and the gall bladder.
"Dr. Graham, who was then head of
the department of surgery, became
frustrated with medicine's inability to
diagnose gall bladder disease," Evens
says. "Graham became aware of cer
tain biochemical investigations which
suggested there might be a way to
visualize the gall bladder by x-ray. This
had never been done before, and he
began a series of investigations in ani
mals with Dr. Sherwood Moore (who at
that time was the only radiologist here)
and Drs. Warren Cole and Glover
Copher."
Evens points out that in those days
radiology was a part of surgery. In fact,
Dr. Moore was considered a radiologist
only because of on-the-job training
rather than the formalized training one
must go through today.
"Along with Dr. Moore, Dr. Graham
recognized medicine's need for x-ray
techniques and their potential useful
ness in making diagnosis. Graham also
requested help from Edward Mallin

ckrodt, Sr., an industrialist and gen
erous philanthropist. He asked Mr.
Mallinckrodt for some help from his
chemists at the Mallinckrodt Chemical
Works."
Mr. Mallinckrodt agreed and a pro
gram was begun which took several
years to complete and resulted in the
discovery of a compound which could
be given to patients. "This iodine con
taining compound," Evens says, "would
concentrate in the normal gall blad
der, and allow the gall bladder to be
identified in an x-ray. Through this
technique, gall bladder disease was
able to be diagnosed before surgery."
According to Evens, this discovery
was a major breakthrough, "for the first
time it was shown how knowledge from
pharmacology, biochemistry, physiolo
gy and radiology could develop a ma
jor diagnostic technique. Graham and
the group he worked with received a
great deal of well-deserved credit for
th is discovery."
After this discovery, Graham decided
to work very hard to promote radiology
as a recognized speciality and to es
tablish an institute of radiology at
Washington University School of Medi
cine. Graham first agreed to allow ra
diology to become a separate depart
ment outside of surgery.
"Secondly," Evens says, " Graham and
W. McKim Marriott, who was then Dean
of the Medical School, went to the
Rockefeller Foundation and asked for
support. The Rockefeller Foundation
agreed to endow an institute of radiol
ogy, the first ever to be established.
However, a proviso went with the en
dowment that none of the money be
used for construction."
Obviously with this proviso only half
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the battle had been won. There was
now money for research, but no place
in which to conduct it.
"Consequently," Evens says, "Dr.
Graham and Dean Marriott returned to
St. Louis and asked Edward Mal
linckrodt, Sr., for the funds to actually
build a structure that would house an
institute. Mr. Mallinckrodt agreed and
the first cornerstone was laid in 1930
with the building dedicated in 1931. So,
MIR's beginning was a combination of
Evarts Graham's ingenuity, the support
of the Rockefeller Foundation, and the
generosity of the Mallinckrodt family.
They all came together to construct a
building which would eventually be
come the Mall inckrodt Institute of
Radiology."
What they built was a nine story
building, which was unique then and
still remains so. At that time, the ra
diology department at Washington Uni
versity School of Medicine expanded
from two rooms in Barnes Hospital.
"Obviously," Evens says, "all of this
space was not initially occupied. But
with the dramatic growth in the 30s
and 40s, this space allowed the depart
ment to grow. So, fortunately, our
founders were blessed with foresight."
Sherwood Moore, M.D., a radiologist
who worked with Graham from the be
ginning, became the first Director of the
Mallinckrodt Institute of Radiology.

"Even though MIR has been in exis
tence for nearly 50 years," Evens says,
"there have only been four directors.
Sherwood Moore was the first director

Mallinckrodt owes its
beginnings to three things:
Dr. Evarts Graham, the
Edward Mallinckrodt family
and the gall bladder/I
Ronald G. Evens, M.D.
II

from 1931 until 1949. Hugh Wi lson,
M.D., who trained at MIR and was then
the first chairman of radiology at Yale,
was asked and agreed to return and be
the second director. Wilson was direc
tor from 1949 until 1965. Juan Taveras,
M.D., who was in charge of radiology at
the Neurological Institute in New York
City, was MIR's third director from 1965
until 1971. And in 1971 I was asked to
become the fourth director."
Evens says in the early years of Mal
linckrodt there were no specialty divi
sions. For the first few years of its ex
istence, Moore and a handful of other
radiologists did a little bit of every
thing.
"There was no radiology specializa
tion anywhere, not just here," he says.
"We were one of the very first radiology
departments in existence to be sep
arated from surgery or medicine. In
most places radiology was a small hos
pital department without the academic
status of older specialities.
"Many of the speciality divisions we
now have were not even thought of in
the 20s and 30s. There was some radia
tion therapy, but certainly no nuclear
medicine, ultrasound, or angiography."
But the founders of M I R knew the
field of radiology would someday ex
pand and specialize and they planned
the new department for the changes
that were to come.

Today-MIR I'ales wOl'ldwide I'ecognilion
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From its humble beginnings nearly
fifty years ago, the Mallinckrodt Insti
tute of Radiology has attained a
un ique position nationally and inter
nationally. According to Evens, there is
no other radiology institute in the
world which combines clinical , teach
ing and research responsibi lities.
Over the years, Mallinckrodt has ob
viously accrued all the responsibilities
of an academic department-and on
a very large scale. According to Evens,
Mallinckrodt's clinical responsibilities
come first.
"People come to us to get the best
possible radiographic examination. Our
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academic responsibilities require ex
cellent people in teaching and re
search. But at the time of a person 's
chest x-ray, the patient doesn 't care
about those aspects at all. They simply
want the best x-ray possible; so our
first responsibility is clinical."
The Mallinckrodt Institute handles
all of the radiology for Barnes Hospital,
Children's Hospital, the Washington
University School of Medicine clinics,
and a large number of private physi
cians.
" Most of our patients are from the
st. Louis area ," Evens 'says, "however,
for some of the more specialized test

ing we get patients from other areas.
For example, since body computed
tomography has been in existence
here, we've had people come from all
over the world. We recently had a pa
tient come from Finland for a study."
Last year alone Mallinckrodt did over
250,000 diagnostic x-rays. That figure is
even more impressive when one real
izes that on a typical working day
more than 1,000 patient x-rays are
done.
"We perform the x-ray examination,
interpret it, give the results to the pa
tient's physician, and store that x-ray
for future reference. Last year radia
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tion therapy treated more than 1,300
cancer patients. That means there were
more than five new patients every day
who came to us for that treatment. We
also performed approx imately 10,000
nuclear medicine studies. Obviously we
work in very large volumes and have
tremendous responsibilities to our pa
tients. "
As an academic institution , Mallin
ckrodt also has large teaching respon
sibilities.
" In many respects, I think, teaching
is what makes us so unique," Evens
says. "Every year we train ten diagnos
tic radiologists, two radiologists with
a specialty in radiation therapy and

two in nuclear medicine. We also train
20 diagnostic x-ray technologists, five
radiation therapy· technologists and four
nuclear medicine technologists each
year. Practically every medical student
spends time in radiology, and we have
several students who are obtaining
graduate degrees in physics, cancer biol
ogy or computers."
Most of the radiologists tra ined at
Mallinckrodt enter private practice, but
about one-third enter academic areas
in which they continue to teach and do
research.
In the early days of radiology, radiol 
ogists did a little bit of everything. This
would be impossible today with the
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many technical advances in the field
and the spectrum of specialties radiol
ogy now encompasses.
"For example," Evens says, "our train
ees in radiation therapy have spent all
or most of their time in therapy and
very little time in diagnosis. In the past
it was possible to train a radiologist in
radiation therapy in only one year.
Presently, with all of the different types
of equipment required to treat different
types of patients, three years of train
ing is necessary. If we wanted to train
radiologists to be capable in all spe
ciality areas, they would be training
for the rest of their lives. So, obviously,
training in limited areas has become
necessary."
In addition to clinical and teaching
responsibilities, all of the specialty di
visions in the department have a re
search responsibility. Evens says a ma
jor Mallinckrodt research interest lies
in the development of new equipment
used in diagnosis.
"A second major research area is in
radiation oncology, investigating the
reasons why x-ray and chemotherapy
kills cancer cells and how they can be
used in combination to improve cancer
treatment."
Mallinckrodt also has done extensive
research into the use of computers for
diagnosis, treatment and administra.
tive purposes.
"Computers are required to keep
track of patient information since we
have such an extremely high vo lume of
patients and examinations," Evens says.
"We've obviously gone past the day
when we can have secretaries filing
away pieces of paper."

Four specialty
divisions

'4

The Mallinckrodt Institute of Radiol
ogy is organized along specialty lines

The Positron Emission Tran saxial Tomograph (PETT) wa s designed, built and tested
by a WU team .

with four divisions. They are: diagnos
tic radiology, radiation oncology, nu
clear medicine and radiation sciences.
The first three divisions have varying
clinical, teaching and research respon
sib i lities. "For example," Evens says,
"diagnostic radiology's major responsi
bility is clinical but our staff spends
considerable time in teaching and re
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search. On the other hand, radiation
sciences is heavi Iy resea rch oriented
with a secondary, but important, re
sponsibility to teaching."

Diagnostic
radiology
Diagnostic radiology is the largest
clinical division, encompassing radiol 
ogists who are particularly interested
in the chest, the musculoskeletal sys
tem, the abdomen, the neuro area,
heart, and pediatrics. Unlike the other
three divisions which have a division
chief, Evens serves as the chief of diag
nostic radiology with various section
heads under him to encompass the
many different specialties.
One of the busiest, and certainly the
most colorful, diagnostic sections is
pediatric radiology. Fred Flintstone and
many other familiar cartoon characters
smile down from the brightly colored
walls. Pediatric radiology, located on
the fifth floor of Mallinckrodt. is ob
viously a place which has been de
signed to please children and relax
them while they are there as patients.
Gary M. Shackelford, M.D., associate
professor of radiology and pediatrics,
emphasizes the importance of treati ng
children in a separate area. "It would
be very frightening for a small child to
be brought to a radiology department
where there are adults towering over
him, intravenous bottles, and no fa
miliar sights. It is quite important to
have a separate area which is bright
and happy where children are exam
ined," he emphasizes.
Shackelford feels if the child is old
enough to cooperate and reason with,
every effort should be made to win him
over and gain his confidence. "I feel it
is important to spend extra time chat
ting with a child," he says. "Ideally this
should be done with every patient. but
I think extra efforts should be made
with a child. For instance, an adult is
reasona ble enough to know he has to
take barium for an upper GI series
whether or not he I ikes it.
"The exam for the ch i Id was ordered
without his knowledge and he under
stands nothing about it. Someone
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hands him a pink, strange smelling
liquid to drink and he's probably not
very willing to cooperate."
Shackelford says that on many occa
sions he has sampled the barium him
self in order to gain the child's confi
dence and show the child it doesn't
taste all that bad.
However, as Shackelford emphasizes ,
it is important to realize that because
of the age or emotional make-up of a
child, it is not always possible to rea
son with him. " When this happens," he
says, "restraints do have to be used for
examining the child. This is usually
necessary with the very young infant
and through the early years of life."
Mallinckrodt's pediatric radiology di
vision treats people up to the age of
fifteen or sixteen. Infancy to young
adulthood is a large age range to treat.
"Physicians who handle adult radiology
deal with the same size patients. We
have to deal with a range of patients

Cartoon characters are used to make
children feel at ease in the Division of
Pediatric Radiology .

from small infants to mature young
adu Its," Shackelford says.
"If anything, our specialty requires
even more exact equipment than that
needed for adult radiology. We need to
use very short exposures when dealing
with children in order to arrest mo
tion . Consequently, we have to have a
powerful x-ray generator to produce
high powered enough x-rays to allow
for a very short exposure time."
On occasion children have used the
computed tomography body scanner.
Shackelford feels with· further techno
logical advancement of the body scan

ner, it will be used even more frequent
ly.
"It takes roughly 20 seconds for a
single exposure on the scanner," he
says. "Most children, for obvious rea
sons, can't suspend respiration or be
immobilized for that length of time."
There are other features of pediatric
radiology that differ from adult radiolo
gy. "An adult who is admitted to the
hospital," Shackelford says, "routinely
gets an admitting chest x-ray. There is
no such thing as a routine chest x-ray
done on an asymptomatic child.
"Nuclear medicine and some of the
special angiograms, such as cardiac
catheterization, are performed in other
sections of Mallinckrodt and not in
this area. This procedure would be
done by our cardiac radiologist. There
is only so much one can do, and that
would be a needless duplication of
equipment."
It is quite common for the pediatric
radiology depa rtment to see ch i Idren
suffering from trauma, either resulting
from a fall or a car accident. "We see
a fair amount of fractures and lots of
head injuries," Shackelford says. "A
brain scan is done if a child is admit
ted with headaches or seizures."
Another area of pediatric radiology
in which a large number of examina
tions are done is in the area of genito
urinary radiology. "We have an active
urology group here," Shackelford says.
"Urological difficulties-such as in the
kidneys, bladder or ureters-is a com 
mon problem among children . We see
a number of patients with bedwetting
problems, recurrent infections, and an
occasional tumor in the kidney."
Even though there are many illnesses
which are common to both adults and
children, Shackelford emphasizes that
the most important thing to remember
in pediatric radiology is that children
are different.
"In my specialty," he says, "we are
dealing with an age group which has
an entirely different emotional make
up and outlook. And in some instances,
we are dealing with disease entities
which do not exist in adults. Anyone
who dea Is with chi Idren must remem
ber that children are not just little
adults."
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Anyone who deals with children must remember that

children are not just little adu/ts."
'JJ.

Gary M. Shackelford, M.D.

CAT scanner
In 1975 the Mallinckrodt Institute of
Radiology was one of three institutes
to receive the first body scanners pro
duced by British developers, EMI Lim
ited. Computerized axial tomography
(CAT) is considered to be the biggest
advance in the field since the discov
ery of the X-ray in 1895. Radiologists

believe it will revolutionize medical
diagnosis.
"It was a real feather in Mallin
ckrodt's cap to be selected to be the
first in the world to utilize this new
piece of equipment," Evens says. "It
was obvious to everybody that the CAT
scanner was going to be something im
portant."

EMI Limited looked at several places
before they decided to choose Mallin
ckrodt as a recipient of the scanner,
and Evens feels Mallinckrodt was cho
sen for several reasons.
"First of all," he says, "we are a large
institution within a well-known medical
school."
"Secondly, Mallinckrodt has estab
lished an international reputationj if
we say something is good or bad, peo
ple will believe it. We have demonstrat
ed our ability to publish and do good
research at the clinical level. It was
important for EMI to have a group
which could write about the results of
the scanner."
Evens also feels Mallinckrodt was
chosen because of the excellent repu
tation of Michel M. Ter-Pogossian,
Ph.D., professor of radiology, and the
Division of Radiation Sciences. "We
have a group of scientists here with
talents and expertise EMI didn't have,"
Evens says. "By using our group, they
realized they would get good informa
tion about how to improve the scanner.
"Finally, Mallinckrodt is a place that
has its own group of engineers and
technologists who know how to handle
expensive equipment. EM I knew they
could put the scanner here and not
have it constantly breaking down."
With the arriva I of the CAT scanner,
Robert Stanley, M.D., associate profes
sor of radiology and section head of
abdominal radiology, began to devote
the majority of his time to the evalua
tion of it.
"Essentially, I took one year's sab
batical from the abdominal service to
become familiar with the scanner," he
says. "In order to adequately evaluate
it, I felt I had to spend lots of time
with it.
"We had a steady stream of visitors,
primarily radiologists who were sent
here by the EM I people. And we've had
just as many people call on their own
and ask to come and spend time learn
ing about it."
Stanley says he also was besieged by
phone calls, sometimes from a hospital
board member who wanted immediate
information on which scanner to buy.
5
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"We finally had to stop taking these
calis," he says, "and simply ask people
to write us their questions in a letter.
We weren't all that familiar with the
different models, and yet people want
ed us to tell them which one to choose.
Someone has to provide these people
with answers. I'm not sure we have all
of the answers, but we do tell interest
ed people all that we know."
In addition to the many professional
people who inquire about the scanner,
Stanley says many patients are now re
ferred to Mallinckrodt because of the
scanner.
"We have discovered that many peo
ple have misconceptions regarding the
CAT scanner," he says. "Many people
come here thinking they are going to
be scanned from head to foot. They
think you go through this "bologna
slicing machine," and when the proce
dure is over, a diagnosis appears on
the screen.

"We had one woman come here from
out-of-state with a list of fourteen
questions she had prepared herself,
ranging from the function of her pitui
tary to her ovaries. All of this would
have required a six-month clinical lab
oratory work-up in order to make a final
diagnosis. This woman, and many oth
ers like her, obviously expect more
from the scanner than is possi ble."
Misconceptions about the CAT scan
ner exist among the medical popula 
tion as well as lay people. According
to Stanley, there is a misconception
that the scanner eliminates the need
for barium enemas and barium studies
of the upper intestional tract.
"This just isn't true," Stanley says.
"For the most part upper GI studies are
looking at small lesions that are grow
ing in the wall of the bowel and the
CAT scanner doesn't resolve those
kinds of problems. However, it does
eliminate the need for barium studies
when the studies are done merely to

"We wouldn't be here if we didn't like to teach, and I
think we're teaching and learning something new every day./I
Robert J. Stanley, M.D.
6

show how the bowel has been moved
around or pushed aside.
"On the other hand, we've scanned
quite a few people who have had nor
mal upper GI examinations, which
means there appears to be nothing
around the stomach or duodenum that
would be suggestive of disease. We will
then do~ a CAT scan and discover a
large tumor in the pancreas or some
place else that was simply not even
suggested before."
According to Stanley, this type of
discovery happens time and time
aga in. Before the use of the scanner,
if the patient's symptoms were per
sistent enough, an arteriogram would
have been done.
"This procedure mayor may not have
explained the problem," he says. "But
our feeling is that any time you can re
place an invasive study which has po
tential complications with a non
invasive one, everyone is better off."
In addition to its advantages as a
non-invasive technique, the CAT scan
ner also may give added information
which the physician wasn't even look
ing for.
"The scanner has on many occasions
given us information about something
other than the organ we were looking
at," he says. It might show us there are
gall stones present which we weren't
even looking for. It shows us whether
there's calcification in the walls of the
aorta . It wi II show us everyth ing that
happens to be in that particular slice;
whereas so many other studies zero in
on just one particular organ system
without giving us any other informa
tion. "
According to Stanley, the CAT scan
ner has enhanced the already existing
radiological equipment. "An ordinary
X-ray picture is sometimes an insensi
tive detector to all of the subtle differ
ences which might be going on," he
says. "The scanner allows us to see a
cross-section picture.
"In many cases the scanner has
eliminated the need for surgery. In oth
er instances it has explained a pa
tient's symptoms when no other test
was able to give us any idea of what
was going on. It has been a tremen
dous non-invasive diagnostic aid. "
Stanley feels he has had as much of

-

an opportunity as anyone in the world
to study the diagnostic possibilities of
the CAT scanner. "Its arrival at Mallin
ckrodt has complicated many people's
lives tremendously. For the most part,
however, the visitors have been very
nice. And the students and residents
have benefited from the experts who
have been here from around the world.
"We wouldn't be here if we didn't
like to teach, and I think we're teach-'
ing and learning something new every
day."

If.1

Nuclear medicine
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Washington University Sc hool of Medicine was one of the first Institutions to re
ceive a CAT scanner . MIR now utilizes three of the whole body scanners.

The Division of Nuclear Medicine,
headed by Barry A. Siegel, M.D., associ
ate professor of radiology, occupies
space on the sixth floor of Mallinckrodt
and adjoining Barnard Hospital. It is
probably the most rapidly growing MIR
division.
According to Siegel, nuclear medi
cine has been particularly active in the
correlation of nuclear medicine studies
with computed tomography, both in re
search and clinical application.
"We're trying to get a feel of where
nuclear medicine studies are going to
fit in and what the CAT scanner is and
is not good for in terms of displacing
traditional tests, " he says.
While Siegel was in Bethesda , Md.,
with the U.S. Air Force Medical Corps,
the acting director of Nuclear Medi
cine, Ed Coleman, M.D., ass istant pro
fessor of radiology, did some of the
initial work performed in the United
States evaluating the relative sensitivi
ty and specificity of brain scanning
and computed cranial tomography in
the evaluation of patients with mass
lesions.
"We discovered that, overall, brain
scann ing is a little bit less sensitive
than computed tomography," Siegel
says. " We find a few more lesions by
using the CAT scanner than we do with
more conventional brain scans."
Accord ing to Siegel, there are very
specific areas of the brain-such as le
sions on the brain stem and in the re
gion of the sella-in which the CAT
scanner is much more accurate than
the traditional brain scan .
There are many other instances in
which the CAT scanner has added a
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great deal to nuclear medicine diag
nostic procedures.
"The information derived from the
CAT scanner relative to ventricular
anatomy, the ability to define hydro
cephalus and atrophy of the brain is
much greater with the CAT scanner,"
Siegel says. "The ability to make an in
tell igent differentia I diagnosis about
the type of mass lesion being dealt
with, rather than just saying that a
scan is positive or negative, is also a
big plus for computed tomography."
Siegel says that, as a result of look
ing at this kind of data, the conclusion
was reached that for patients with a
focal neurological disease, the CAT
scanner provided the best form of diag
nosis.
"We discovered that it really wasn't
necessary to perform a brain scan on
these patients unless the CAT scan
was negative and we sti II had a strong
suspicion that the patient had some
thing wrong, such as an early stroke,"
he says.

"Nuclear medicine is a
discipline that is held together
by a technological bond, not
the study of a particular
organ system."
Barry A. Siegel, M.D.
8

In patients who have dementia or
suspected hydrocephalus as their pri
mary problem, Siegel says, the CAT
scanner is by far superior to a brain
scan for diagnosis. "Before the scan
ner," he says, "we would have to have
done a pneumoencephalograph and a
brain scan to screen for a mass
lesion."
Siegel and his colleagues in the Di
vision of Nuclear Medicine also have
done studies correlating the results of
the liver scan compared to computed
tomography of the liver.
"We can summarize our initial re
sults," he says, "by saying that liver
scanning is far from dead. The overall
sensitivity of body and liver scanning
looks like it's going to be about the
same, without too much significant dif
ference.
"Body scanning is a much more spe
cific technique in that it is possible to
define whether a lesion is a cyst, a
metastasis, or an abscess in a fair per
centage of cases. On the other hand,
liver scanning still leaves us with a
fair amount of uncertainty in most
cases. However, body scanning is still
a relatively slow technique, and we
can't diagnose as many patients simply
because of the lim ited number of scan
ners available.
"In the future I believe liver scan
ning will be used to define which
groups of patients may need a body
scan and which specific portion of
their liver may need to be scanned."
In addition to the CAT scanner,
the PETT scanner (Positoron Emission
Transverse Tomograph), a unique con
cept in tomography developed at MIR,
also has proved itself to be an invalu
able diagnostic procedure.
Though similar to the computerized
technique of the CAT scanner, the
PElT differs in that it works by emis
sion and the EM I scanner by transmis
sion. The PETT system images organ
functions, whereas the CAT scanner
images structural morphology.
"The PETT system is rea Ily marvel
ous," Siegel says. "It allows us to ob
tain a cross sectional autoradiograph
of the distribution of radioactivity in
an intact patient. The PETT images are
absolutely quantitative and allow us
to overcome the problem of over

lapping of superimposed anatomical
structures. For example, in myocardial
infarct imaging we don 't have to be
concerned that the scan interpretation
will be hindered by overlying ribs. With
a tomographic image, the ribs will be
out at the periphery."
Siegel says positron tomographic ef
forts to date have been pri ma ri Iy in two
areas-the brain and heart. "In the
bra i n we have looked at norma I pa
tients, patients with strokes, and a few
patients with tumors. The PETT scanner
has a Ilowed us to define a bit better
the anatomical distribution of these
physiologic abnormalities. It's also to
tally non-invasive and the radiation
dosage is low," he says.
PETT, as well as the many other
sophisticated pieces of diagnostic
equipment in the division, exemplifies
the expensive, complicated technologi
cal aspects of nuclear medicine.
"Nuclear medicine is a discipline
that is held together by a technological
bond, not the study of a particular organ
system. It is a fascinating area be
cause the studies of many different
organ systems are linked together
through a common technology and be
cause they involve a similar expertise
in the handling of radioactive ma
terials."

Radiation
oncology
Radiation Oncology, according to the
division chief, Carlos A. Perez, M.D.,
professor of radiology, is a balanced
division with equal numbers of people
and space devoted to the clinical
aspects of treating people with cancer
and the research work of biologists and
engineers working to find new ways to
treat cancer. Everyone in the division
is involved with teaching technologists,
medical students, and residents.
The division is divided into six sec 
tions-cancer biology, clinical radia
tion oncology, physics, computers,
medical oncology and pediatric oncol
ogy-each with its own programs under
the direction of a section chief . Ac
cording to Perez, the goals and objec
tives of the sections and their research
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projects are intertwined to accomplish
the goals of an integrated multidisci
plinary program.
The Radiation Oncology Research
Center at Mallinckrodt is one of the
largest centers in the country. "We car
ry a tremendous load," Perez says.
"The clinical sections provide profes
sional coverage at St. Luke's Hospital
and Missouri Baptist Hospital, in addi
tion to Mallinckrodt and the Washing
ton University Med ica I Center hos
pitals.
"We treat approximately 1,300 new
patients a year at Mallinckrodt, 150 at
Missouri Baptist, and 100 at St.
LUke's."
According to Perez, the division's
program against cancer currently in
volves two major areas: the refinement
of existing forms of treatment and the
identification and clinical application
of new multi-modal therapy.
"Efforts in these areas require greatly

expanded knowledge of a number of
basic biological and clinical factors in
volving the host, the tumor, and vari
ous modes of treatment," Perez says.
"Even though we know a great deal
more about the kinetics of normal and
tumor cells than we did five years ago,
we are still far from a full understand
ing of the mechanism of' action of
many anti-tumor agents and of their
effects through the cell cycle.
"Our lack of exact knowledge of the
proliferation kinetics of human cells
hampers our efforts to design optimal
treatment plans. We hope to address
these areas and be able to build a firm
foundation of scientific evidence upon
which to design better therapeutic
strategies for our patients."
In addition to its academic and
teaching responsibilities, the Division
of Radiation Oncology has recently
opened a Cancer Information Center lo
cated in Barnard Free Skin and Cancer

Hospital. The Center will provide the
latest information on diagnosis, treat
ment and prevention of malignant dis
eases. Referrals and sources of aid also
are provided to cancer patients and
their families.
"We hope the Center wi II serve the
needs of the genera I publ ic and med i
cal professionals alike," Perez says.
"Pamphlets and videotapes are avail
able to the public, and the professional
section of the Center includes a small
library with periodicals, videotapes and
bibliographical listings."
Perez says one of the greatest
strengths of the Radiation Oncology
Research Center is the close interac
tion that exists between the staff and
clinicians from various departments
who participate in the program.
"As our efforts in this direction ex
pand, we are confident that the Center
will increasingly fulfill the role that a
comprehensive center should play in
a medical school environment such as
ours," he says.
"We have abundant resources, both
in our facilities and staff, and in those
of the several departments actively col
laborating in our projects. We hope to
continue to provide a major training
center for oncologists, rad iation thera
py technologists and medical stu
dents."

Radiation sciences

UI

"Radiation Oncology has abundant
resources, both in our facilities and staff, and in those of the
several departments actively collaborating in our projects."
Carlos A. Perez, M.D.

Of all the divisions in the Depart
ment of Radiology, Radiation Sciences,
headed by Michel M. Ter-Pogossian,
Ph.D., professor of radiology, is the
most research oriented.
"The Division of Radiation Sciences
essentially constitutes an entity work
ing in the field of any form of radiation
to bio-medical problems," Ter-Pogos
sian says. "The cyclotron and PETT are
probably the most interesting manifes
tations of what we are doi ng and they
do take up the majority of our time.
However, we also carry out research in
computerized tomography. especially
the physica I aspects of tomography."
Ter-Pogossian and his colleagues in
radiation sciences work quite actively
with the CAT scanner. "We are fre
quently associated with the people
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from EMI," he says. "They are particu
larly interested in our input from the
standpoint of how to change and im
prove the scanner. The concept of
computed tomography has been a real
boon to what we're doing here."
The team in radiation sciences also
designed, built and tested PETT 4,
which will provide four tomographic
cross-section slices per scan. Its prede
cessor could only do one tomographic
cross section.
"This is a significant improvement
for imaging the brain and organs such
as the liver," Ter-Pogossian says. "Un
I ike uncontrasted computed tomogra
phy, we're looki ng at more than just
anatomy. We're looking at the distribu

tion of radiopharmaceuticals which
generally change as a function of time.
"Prior to PETT 4 we had to do scan
after scan to evaluate different por
tions of an organ. We had to move the
patient and couldn't really evaluate
what was changing sequentially."
PETT 4 is housed in the Cardiac Care
Unit where it will be used to diagnose
infarcted areas on patients.
"Previously scans had not been done
on acute cardiac patients because we
didn't want to risk taking them out of
the CCU," Ter-Pogossian says. "The
acute cardiac patient should not be
moved around and this is why we put
PETT 4 in the CCU."

Ter-Pogossian says radiation sci
ences is working with many different
departments because the approach of
PETT 4 applies to just about any organ
system.
"In the past with cyclotron produced
radionuclides, we were limited in the
imaging to the use of scintillation
cameras which compressed a three di
mensional organ into a two dimension
al picture," he says. "However, this
would blur a great deal of the informa
tion we had.
"The use of computed and emission
tomography, as applied in the PETT
system, has a IIowed us to overcome
this problem. This has been a major
hurdle to cross."

I.ooking IowaI'd

Ihe lulul'e
The Mallinckrodt Institute of Radiol
ogy has obviously come a long way
since its beginnings in 1931. It is the
largest institution in the world which
combines research facilities, teaching
and clinical application all in one area.
It houses some of the most sophisticat
ed new X-ray equipment in the world,
with leading specialists to operate it.
-, Ma II inckrodt has been responsible
for a number of firsts in radiology: gall
bladder examinations, laminography,
and the first whole body scanner.
"We have obviously become a large
operation," Evens says. "Last year the
Institute occupied 120,000 square feet
of space, which is more than two foot
ball fields, and employed more than
500 people."
Evens finds it a real challenge to ad
minister this group and keep things
running smoothly and properly. In ad
dition to maintaining a high quality
operation, he has found space to be
one of his largest problems in his six
years as director of MIR.
"My approach to our space problem
was to initially finish the available
shell space that was constructed in the
late 1960's," he says, "but then we ran
out of shell space. "We had no viable
way to expand the Institution because
we are surrounded by buildings.
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Ronald Evens, M.D., and Armand Diaz, R.N., R. T., technical administrator for
Mallinckrodt, with the CAT scanner when it arrived in 1975.

"But with cooperation from Barnes
Hospital , we will be able to occupy two
floors of the West Pavilion which is
currently under construction. These
two floors will give us another 74,000
square feet, in addition to what we now
have. Nuclear medicine will move
there, and we also will be able to de
velop new space for outpatient diag
nostic studies." The West Pavilion will
house one of the la rgest ca rd iac rad iol
ogy units in the midwest.
Mallinckrodt also has eased its
space problems by developing a teach
ing and research facility at 4511 Forest
Park. In addition , they are planning to
build with Children 's Hospital so that
the pediatric radiology divi sion will
eventually move into the new Chil
dren 's Hospital facility.
" Our space crowding is such that
even with these various additions, we
still don't have adequate room for my
staff. Space has been a tremendous
challenge."
Evens sees as another challenge for
the future the problem of continuing
high quality clinical and research work
under tremendous financial difficulties.
"Inflation has severely affected our
costs," he says. "The costs of having
rea IIy superior academ ic radiologists
and technologists has gone up consid
erably. Equipment, film, chemicals and
supplies increase in price annually.
The cost of resea rch is up ; monkeys
and mice and laboratory materials are
very expensive. Research funds are
more limited than before. I think it's
going to be increasingly more difficult
to give patients and staff what they
want and need with inflation pressures.
Evens says Ma II i nckrodt tries to con
trol costs and do things as inexpen
sively as they can. "And yet a lot of
people seem to think we spend too
much money," he says. For example, a
chest X-ray now costs $30; we can't do
the same qua I ity X-ray for $20. I live
with this problem every day, and that
makes administering the Institute a
real challenge."
The problems of space and keeping
in a good financial position are the
major problems Evens foresees in the
future, but he does feel the problem of
recruiting high quality staff has dimin
ished.

"I think Mallinckrodt will continue
to improve because, for the first time,
I feel we have reached the correct
number of faculty. We have a young,
enthusiastic faculty with exciting ideas.
I am very, very proud of their prog
ress."
The future goals for Mallinckrodt are

to offer the best radiology training pos
sible and continue to attract the best
students, house staff, faculty and cli
nicians because of its exceptional fa
cilities.
The Mallinckrodt Institute of Radiol
ogy is unique; it has no parallel any
place in the world.

"The Division of Radiation Sciences essentially constitutes an
e ntity w orking in the field of any form of radiation to
biomedical problems.
Michel M. Ter-Pogossian, Ph.D.
1I
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rred C. Reynolds:
A doctor's doctor
By Rich Koster
St. Louis Globe-Oemocrat
Staff Writer

Fred C. Reynolds, M.D"
professor and former head of the
Division of Orthopedic Surgery,
and former physician for the
Cardinal football team, has been
honored by the establishment of
a fund to support a Fred C.
Reynolds Chair in Orthopedic
Surgery.
Bill Bidwill, owner of the
Cardinals, started and is
directing the campaign to raise
$1 million for the Chair. A
committee of business, medical
and other interested persons has
been formed to assist in the fund
raising.
After the money is raised to
support the Chair the committee
will repeat its effort to raise

He is part of the Big Red experience.
A combination of skill and profession
alism. A friend and example. A man on
the sidelines respected by those on the
field.
Wise and honest. Concerned and un
compromising. Fan and critic. For al
most a decade and a half, Dr. Fred C.
Reynolds has been an essential mem
ber of the Cardinal family. Orthopedist
and confidant, he has always been
greater than the sum of those parts.
To honor him the NFL made the ini
tial donation of $35,000 and Bill Bidwill
matched that figure to launch the cam
paign to raise $1 million for what will
become the Fred C. Reynolds Chair of
Orthopedic Surgery and
Research,
which is akin to retring the Doc's num
ber. Assuring him a place where he be
longs, in a perpetually active and pro
ductive hall of fame.

Fred Reynolds is a special person .
The problem in gathering tribute to
him, testimony about him, is one of
space. The comment simply cannot be
contained, certainly not within the con
fines of this column.
However, us ing the campaign kickoff
as an occasion to write briefly and in
adequately about him , here is what just
a few of the friends of Dr. Reynolds
had to say.
Jackie Smith: " I could talk all night
about Fred Reynolds. I guess he's one
of the finest people I've met in sports.
There's no one I respect more. He's a
great surgeon who hates to operate. He
really does. It always hurt him to have
to operate on one of us. He cares so
much about us.
"I remember Larry Wilson's last
game, when he hurt his rib making a
tackle and had to come out. He begged
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another $1 million to support
research in orthopedic surgery.
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Fred to let him go back, but Fred re
fused. Larry sat down, then began to
plead again. Finally, Fred said, 'Alright,
damn it, go on.'
"He walked up to me and he was al
most crying. 'He's crazy,' he said. Fred
is tough and gruff on the surface, but
he let his emotion overrule his best
judgement that one time."
Larry Stallings: "When I was in the
service, in Washington, one of our boys
broke three or four bones. We got him
fixed up. It was done right, but, honest
ly, I didn't feel confident until I had
Fred look at him. When he said every
thing was fine, I knew it.
"Another time, my younger brother
was having trouble with bone spurs on
his heels. He was scheduled for sur
gery. He was goi ng to be operated on
twice, within a space of eight weeks.
But before the surgery, I brought him
to St. Louis to see Fred.
"Dr. Reynolds examined him and told
him to stop wearing loafers. He said
he'd be fine. He didn't have the opera
tions and he's had no trouble since.
That was seven yea rs ago."
Big Red trainer John Omohundro:
"When I first met him, I was kind of
afraid of him. He seemed like a gruff
old tyrant. But the image I have of him
now is that he's one of the last few
country doctors, with brilliant creden
tials. No matter what time I call, he
asks: 'What can I do for you?'
"Fred feels he can never do enough.
He's a doctor's doctor, the kind a doc
tor would go to for help. Other things
change, but Fred doesn't. He stays the
same. Brilliant and giving more than
he ever thinks of taking."
Dan Dierdorf: "He's like a father
figure around here to all of us. One of
the first things I noticed when I joined
the Cardinals was the universal respect
for him. To a football player, an ortho
pedist is like a brother. All of us have
problems.
"Gruff?
I ike a serious doctor.
There's nothing funny when he's
checking out my knee."
Larry Wilson: "The reason we appre
ciate Fred so much is his real concern
for us all. He comes across as a tough,
gruff old codger, but he has love for us;
his desire for us to do well is over
whelming."

Bill Bidwill : "You have to respect his
integrity, both as a medical man and
as a person. He doesn't travel with us
anymore, but he still dreams of one
more trip. The Super Bowl. If we ever
get to a point where we can give rings,
you know he'll get one."
Dr. Gordon Newton, former Big Red
internist and a colleague of Reynolds:
"I'm probably just echoing what every
one else says about Fred, but he has
a near fanatic respect for integrity and
honesty. He has an i rate attitude of
superior performance; a need to win,
to be on top.
"But he's also the first man to say,
'I don't know.' Any athlete, any patient,
can come to him and he'll hear the
truth as Fred sees it.

"And from a non-medical aspect,
he's a lesson in living. There's more to
learn from him than orthopedics, medi
cine. His philosophy of life is where it
all starts."
Fred Reynolds' philosophy: "I was
lucky I came from a small town, where
honesty was the most important thing.
We didn't have much . Nobody had any
thing. Only his own character. The peo
ple were bruta IIy honest. It was aII we
had.
"I guess that honesty has carried
over to candor with patients. You know,
I don't have much tolerance for stu
pidity. And none for dishonesty."
The Reynolds Chair is going to be a
worthwhile project. But difficult to fill.

A 1967 photo of Reynolds (far right) with team members of the football Cardinals .
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Rare book collections utilized
as tools lor understanding
by Estelle Brodman, Ph.D.
Librarian and Professor of Medica l History

The Washington University School of
Medicine Library has received two ex
tensive rare book collections within the
past two years. The first one, the Ber
nard Becker, M.D., Collection in Oph
thalmology and Diseases of the Eye,
consisted of about 300 volumes from
the "cradle-days" of printing (1450-1501)
to the present, and a small collection of
ophthalmological pictures, including a
series on St. Lucy, patron saint for eye
disorders. It also included mint-condi
tion copies of some of the most influen
tial works in the field.

Included in the collection given to
the Library by Bernard Becker, M.D.,
head of the School's Department of
Ophtha Imology, were the first German,
French, British and American works in
the field, the original work on the trans
position of vision on the retina , several
Arabic texts, the first book on education
of the blind, the first Western work on
plastic surgery, and an early work on
artificial eyes.
The second collection, the C.I.D./Max
A. Goldstein, M.D., Collection in Speech
and Hearing, was forma Ily presented to

Donald A. Tatman, a member of C/D 's
Board of Managers, studies part of the
Goldstein Collection which is on display
in the Library Archives.

Donald Calvert, Ph.D., Director of the Central In stitute for the Deaf , and Robert N.
Arthur, a member of C/D's Board of Managers , look through one of the books in
the Max Goldstein Collection.
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Judith Overmier, curator of the Wang ensteen Historical Library at the University
of Minnesota , Estelle Broadman, PhD ., librarian and professor of m edical history ,
and Mark Weimer of the library staff at the Max Goldstein dedication ceremony.

the Medica I Li bra ry on October 4, by
Donald Calvert, Ph.D., director of the
Central Institute for the Deaf (C.I.D.).
Goldstein's daughter, grandson and
great-granddaughter attended the pre
sentation .
About 700 volumes are included in
the Goldstein collection including: an
incunabulum on language by Guarinus
Veronensis printed in Venice in 1496,
about a dozen 16th century works, six
of the first eight works on education of
the deaf, many early anatomical vol
umes and a fine collection on sign lan 
guage.
Max A. Goldstein, M.D. (1870-1941)
was one of the first Americans to travel
to Europe to study medical specialties
under the masters of the Viennese and
German schools. He was a student of
Adam Politzer, the first " dozent" in
otology at the University of Vienna in
1861, who in 1873 founded the first aural
clinic. More than 7,000 foreign doctors
attended his clinic for instruction . It is
sa id that Pol itzer could teach with
equal fluency in German, En glish,
French , and Italian. Goldstein returned
to St. Louis to become professor of
otology at the Beaumont Medical Col
lege, later absorbed into the St. Louis
Medical College , which in turn became

part of the Wash ington University
School of Medicine.
In 1914 Goldstein, with two teachers
and four students, founded the Central
Institute for the Deaf, which developed
into an internationally known center for
the training of the deaf. It now has
hundreds of pupils from all over the
world, a train ing college for teachers of
the deaf and research laboratories, clin
ics and hearing centers which are close
ly allied to the W.U . Medical Center.
Among the works in the Goldstein col 
lection are such special treatises as
John Bulwer's Chiromania , or the Art of
Manual Rhetorique (1644), the writings
of l'Abbe de l'Eppee, founder of the
first school for the deaf, Daniel Defoe 's
Life and Adven tures of Mr . Dun can
Campbell, a deaf and dumb Gentlem an
(1720), John Wallis' Gram mitica ling uae
anglicanae (1652), the Swiss physician
Amman 's De loquela (1700), Diderot's
Lettre sur les sourds et muets (1751)
and Alexander Graham Bell 's work.
In the field of anatomy, the collection
contains works by Vesalius, Vieussens,
Valsalva, Willis, Sir Charles Bell, Eus
tachius, Fallopius, du Laurens, and
Morgagni. In surgery there is a Taglio
cozi volume and in the practice of med
icine works by Galen, Celsus , Mead, Par
acelsus, Boerhaave, and Malpighi are

present. Cuvier's comparative anatomy
appears in several editions. There is
even a Pasteur item-his work on fer
mentation in beer (1876).
When it became obvious that the rare
book collection of the Medical School
Library was going to be increased sub
stantially, both in numbers and value of
books, it became necessary to add se
curity measures to the Library Archives
and Rare Book Annex.
Sensors for heat, smoke, fire, and
intruders had to be built into the struc
ture. Contracts with security alarm sys
tems are now routine parts of the Li 
brary's budget. Special lights which do
not emit ultraviolet light on old bind
ings and inks had to be in stalled.
Locked cases with glass doors had to
be built to rigid specifications. Bindings
had to be attended to, particularly in
the case of the C.I.D./ Goldstein collec
tion , which had not been cared for reg
ularly in a number of years.
Special bookplates had to be de
signed and printed on rag paper. Each
collection had to be evaluated by an
outside specialist in the field, for the
protection of both the donor and the
Library, and then special insurance cov
erage for these volumes had to be pur
chased. Within the past two years such
insurance has quadrupled in cost in
Missouri , and the increases may soon
prove a real stumbling block in future
budgets.
But a library is not merely a collec
tion of books to be stored safely as arti 
facts of a past c ivi Iization . Instead, they
are tools for an understanding of the
present and for strides into the future ,
and any library which accepts such col
lections has the respon sibility of (1)
making them known through catalogs
and findings devices, and (2) rou nding
out the collections by purchases of
items missing from the gift to further
illuminate the subject they represent.
In accordance with this belief, the
Medical Library has completely cata
loged the Becker collection; and with
the aid of Becker, Mark Weimer, the
Library 's Rare Book Librarian, is pre
paring an annotated and illustrated
catalog of the collection. Cataloging of
the C.I.D./ Goldstein collection is also
being planned .
Anyone interested in util izing the
Becker and C.I.D./ Goldstein collection s
should contact the Library Archives
office.
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Band In Band
By Sharon Stephens Murphy

Hand In Hand is a program
for children with
developmental handicaps
and for their parents,
originated by the
departments of occupational
and physical therapy at the
School of Medicine. Harry
Baum, instructor of physical
therapy and coordinator of
the program, recently
presented the program to the
American Occupational
Therapy Association. Mary
Pat Hakan, Debbie Stout,
Camilla Dude and Beth
Staenberg are the therapists
who coordinate and
participate in the program.
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Having a handicapped child is a
heartbreak most parents aren't pre
pared or equipped to deal with. It's
hard to adjust to the fact that your
child isn't "normal," a parent explains.
You may adjust to the fact, but you'll
never like it and maybe never under
stand. Then there's the whole ordeal of
day-to-day living with the special con
siderations a handicapped child re
quires.
To help parents cope with these day
to-day problems, the WUMS occupation
a I and physica I therapy service at St.
Louis Children's Hospital established
Hand In Hand.
Hand In Hand is a program of group
therapy for children with developmen
tal difficulties and physical disabilities
complemented with separate educa
tional sessions for the parents.
"We surveyed the parents whose
children were in individual therapy to
see what kind of interest there was in
such a program," explains Mary Pat
Hakan, an occupational therapist who
participates in the program and helped
initiate it. "The parents were over
whelmingly interested in such a pro
gram and especia IIy concerned about
the psychological and medical aspects
of their children'S disabilities.
"It's amazing that in many cases,
parents have never had the meaning of
various medical tests explained to
them." The unique aspect of Hand In
Hand is the combined therapy, and
parent education, with babysitting pro
vided by occupational and physical
therapy students.
The first seven-week program recent
ly has been completed; the parents
and therapists involved are all interest
ed in continuing. The coordinators
hope to offer three sessions a year.
Hand In Hand is unique not only for
offering parent education, but because
the children receive therapy in a group.
The children are all under three years
old and have had some type of brain

damage, either prenatally or during de
livery. The result has been abnormal
muscle tone, either spastic or hypoton
ic, abnormal movement patterns and
delay in motor and language develop
ment. Some have a normal intelligence
while others have varying levels; some
will progress to near normal physical
abilities, while others will remain in
early developmental stages.
"The group situation has really been
successful," says Debbie Stout, physi
cal therapist. "Parents see their kids
in a new light. They see their kids can
do more than they thought, because of
the stimUlation they are receiving from
the other children.
"Our treatment follows a develop
mental sequence," Stout says. "For in
stance, the child must learn head con
trol before he / she can learn to sit. Our
therapy is based on facilitating the ap
propriate movement through handling
and positioning of the child. We also
suggest play activities the parents can
do with the child at home. We teach
them how to position the ch i Id to pre
vent joint contractures and deformities
and positioning to enhance functional
use of hands and encourage gross mo
tor activities."
The therapists, along with the par
ents, establish a group of motor objec
tives and written goals for each child
before group therapy begins. Progress
is continually evaluated.
"We wanted this program to do more
than just supply needed therapy," ex
plains Harry Baum, Hand In Hand co
ordinator. "We wanted it to supply in
formation and education for the
parents and, more importantly, provide
a forum for them to communicate their
problems and feeling with others who
would understand."
The parent education programs cov
ered the medical aspects, community
resources available for their children,
behavioral management, growth and
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development and psychological as
pects.
"The psychological aspects were dis
cussed for three weeks with a psychia
trist leading the sessions ," Mary Pat
Hakan explains. "This was by far the
most popular subject. The parents
couldn't get enough information . A lot
of the parents had their first opportuni
ty to express the anger they felt over
the situation, anger at themselves, at
their child and the hospital. This can
be very healthy and we found the par
ents to be supportive, understanding,
and empathetic with each other."
Parents also want to know how to

handle relatives and friends who give
inappropriate attention which often is
prompted by sympathy and creates
spoiled and undisciplined children.
"Handicapped children can become
very manipulative," Hakan says. "They
learn which behaviors get them what
they want. We help the parent to recog
nize manipUlative behavior and teach
them how to modify that behavior.
"We have to convince the parent and
others that the child is a child first and
is a handicapped child second, need
ing discipline as much or sometimes
more than a normal child," Debbie
Stout says .
"The handicapped child has a place

in the family, but must be made to
realize that he/ she is not the central
figure. When this is realized by every
one involved , a much happier and co
hesive family unit will evolve, " Stout
says.
" It's difficult having a child with a
developmental problem," one parent
says. "There's so many things to adjust
to and accept and for many the Hand
In Hand program has been a help."
Margaret Duvall, who attended the
sessions with her husband, Gary, says
everyone participating was very well
satisfied. "Several of us are talking
about trying to keep the group togeth
er, probably on a social level."

•

Occupational and physi cal therapists in
the Hand In Hand program create play
activities which help children with
abnormal musc le tone and delayed
motor de velopment progress through
developmental sta ges . Sitting, standing,
gra sping, balancing, etc., are
challenges for these children . The
activities pictured are designed to help
them develop specific skills.
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"I know the parents find support in
each other," she says. "Everyone has
friends, but sometimes you feel they're
being sympathetic because you have
this tremendous burden. But with a
group of parents who all have the same
problem, you can talk about things
more openly.
"Probably the most difficult thing is
seeing other people's normal children
and thinking why isn't my child like
that. We share that feeling in the
group."
Some long-term projects have been
inspired by the Hand In Hand Program.
One mother is developing a booklet
that lists nursery school programs that
accept handicapped children. A baby
sitting pool also is being formed.
"Babysitting is really a problem for
many parents," Margaret Duvall ex
plains. We have a couple of friends
who are willing and who we feel com
fortable leaving our child with. In the
group, one couple's child was a year
and a half old before they could find
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someone to watch him so they could
go out by themselves. We found out
that this couple doesn't live too far
from us, so we may be able to work
something out.
"My husband and I both enjoyed the
Hand In Hand program. A great many
things we thought we knew , but we
didn't.
"The speakers were great and every
one agreed we could go on another
seven weeks. A comforting thing we
learned was that we're not alone and
that we can learn how others cope by
getting together."
Hand In Hand also tried to help par
ents cope with society and the preju
dices against the handicapped. " Peo
ple don't realize that a handicapped
child gives love and joy just as a nor
mal child does, " says therapist Debbie
Stout. "The parents have begun to
realize they don't have to apologize or
accept the stigmas society has placed
on the handicapped.
" Our society is becoming more toler

ant," she says, "but people still feel
uncomfortable around the handicapped
and need to be educated. How to deal
with people who stare impolitely at
their children is a real problem for the
pa rents.
"One parent related an incident
which happened while he and his fam
ily were attending a ball game. A man
was very noticeably staring at his
handicapped son, making the father
angry and everyone uncomfortable.
Finally the father said to his son, 'Hey
John, look at that funny old man star
ing,' everyone laughed and the man
quit staring.
"Parents realize that they are the
advocates for their children, " Mary Pat
Hakan says. "While a normal child can
stand up for what they need or want,
a handicapped may not be able to . The
parents are beginning to understand
that they, as a group or individually,
can make an affect on society because
their children have rights too."

Etcetera

Ternberg
Receives Horatio
Alger Award

Hospital and the first woman surgeon
on the Washington University School
of Medicine staff.
She earned a Ph.D. in biochemistry
from the University of Texas before at
tending Washington University School
of Medicine on a regional scholarship.

Award Established
In Honor of
O'Leary

Jessie L. Ternberg, M.D., Ph.D., pro
fessor of pediatrics and pediatric sur
gery, received the Horatio Alger Award
Sept. 16.
For the past 30 years the American
Schools and Colleges Association has
given annual awards in Alger's name
to "give American youth the right kind
of modern-day heroes to emulate."
Ternberg was one of 13 people, in
cluding Danny Thomas and Johnny
Cash, who received this year's awards.
The award honors those who have be
come successful through self-reliance
and hard work.
Ternberg is director of surgery, pe
diatric division, at St. Louis Children's
Hospital and performs more than 600
operations a year, most of them emer
gencies. She was the first woman to
head the Medical School's faculty
council. Last summer the Department
of Health, Education and Welfare
named her the most outstanding per
son in the field of health in a four-state
area and gave her its International
Women's Year Award.
In addition, Ternberg was the first
woman surgical resident at Barnes

Two awards have been established
at Washington University School of
Medicine in memory of James L.
O'Leary, M.D., an eminent neuroscien
tist. They are the James L. O'Leary
Neuroscience Prize and the James L.
O'Leary Prize for Research in Neurosci
ence. Funds for the permanent endow
ment of these prizes were provided by
generous gifts from family, friends, col
leagues and
former students of
O'Leary . The first prizes will be award
ed during the 1977 academic year.
O'Leary's dedication to a sound basis
in neuroscience for medical students
will be recognized in the Neuroscience
Prize, which will be awarded for the
best student performance in the neuro
science course. The Prize for Research
in Neuroscience will recognize a young
investigator's accomplishments in neu
roscience.
O'Leary's career at Washington Uni 
versity School of Medicine extended
from 1928 until his death in 1975. For
many years he was responsi ble for the
undergraduate course in neuroanato
my. In 1946 O' Leary became professor
of neurology and the first chairman of
the Department of Neurology. He
served in this capacity until 1971, con
tinuing a productive research program
in both basic science and clinical
areas.
Throughout his career, O'Leary de
voted himself to training young inves
tigators in the highly disciplined re

search fields in which he was an ex
pert. These two awards in neuroscience
will serve as a permanent recognition
of the standard of excellence he set at
Washington University School of Medi
cine .

Nobel Laureate
Gives Trotter
Lecture
Nobel Laureate Rosalyn S. Yalow,
Ph .D., who won this year's prize for
medicine, gave the third annual Mil
dred Trotter Lecture at Washington
University School of Medicine Novem
ber l. She spoke on "Perspectives of
Radioimmunoassay."
Dr. Yalow, Distinguished Service Pro
fessor, Mount Sinai School of Medi
cine, City University of New York, re
ceived the Nobel Award for her re
search in endocrinology-the study of
glands and the hormones they produce
-and for development of radioimmu
noassays of peptide hormones.
Dr. Yalow received her Ph.D. in phys
ics from the University of Illinois in
1945. She has received numerous hon
ors including membership in the Na
tional Academy of Sciences, the Koch
Award of the Endocrine Society and the
Albert Lasker Basic Medical Research
Award. Dr. Yalow has served as Direc
tor of the Soloman A. Berson Research
Laboratory at the Bronx Veteran's Ad
ministration Hospital since 1973.
Since 1966, Dr. Yalow has served as
a member of the President's Study
Group on Careers for Women . In 1977
she became president-elect of the En
docrine Society, the first woman to
serve in this capacity.
The Mildred Trotter Lectureship was
established in 1975 by the Washington
University School of Medicine Alumni
Association to honor Dr. Trotter, pro
fessor emeritus and lecturer in the De
partment of Anatomy, who has served
the school for 57 years.
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Names Make
News
George T. Wilkins, Jr., M.D., associate
professor of clinical pediatrics was in
augurated as president of the 13,000
member Illinois State Medical Society
(ISMS) during the Society's annual
meeting in Chicago.
Wilkins also was re-elected an ISMS
alternate delegate to the American
Medical Association. He has served as
chairman of the Society's Planning and
Priorities Committee and is past chair
man and consultant to the ISMS Na
tional Legislation Committee, Govern
mental Affairs Council and Public Af
fairs Committee.

Paul Lacy, M.D., Edward Mallinckrodt
Professor and Head of the Depa rtment
of Pathology, has received an Honorary
Doctor Degree from Uppsala University,
Uppsala, Sweden.
Uppsala
University, Scandinavia's
oldest and foremost university, has an
internationa I reputation in the sci
ences. Lacy received the honorary de
gree in honor of his achievements in
the field of pathology and many con
tri butions to the med ica I profession.
Lacy joined the faculty of the School
of Medicine in 1956 as an instructor of
pathology. He was named to his cur
rent position in 1961.
Lacy has received many honors in·
cluding the Outstanding Achievement
Award from the Mayo Foundation and
the Banting Memorial Lectureship
from the British Diabetes Association.
Bernard Becker, M.D., professor and
head of the Depa rtment of Ophtha 1
mology at Washington University School
of Medicine, received the Leslie Dana
Gold lVIedal for outstanding work in the
prevention of blindness.
The awa rd wa s presented to him by
the St. Louis Society for the Blind and
is thei r highest honor.
A specialist in glaucoma and diabetic
retinopathy, Becker has received many
honors and has published more than
300 papers in scientific journals.

20

Genetics
Department Head
Appointed
Donald C. Shreffler, Ph.D., has been
named James S. McDonnell Professor
and Head of the McDonnell Depart
ment of Genetics at the School of
Medicine. Dr. Shreffler has served as
acting head since the formation of the
department.
University Chancellor
Washington
William H. Danforth said, "I am de
lighted Dr. Shreffler has decided that
he can both head the department on
a permanent basis and pursue his
promising research. We look forward to
his building one of the outstanding de
partments of the world."
The Department of Genetics was es
tablished in 1975 with a gift of $4 mil
lion from James S. McDonnell and

family and is located in the McDonnell
Medical Science Building. It is primar
ily a basic science department en
gaged in research and teaching.
Dr. Shreffler is a specialist in the
genetics of the immunologic system
and in the genetic basis for organ and
tissue transplant rejections.
A native of Kankakee, Illinois, Dr.
Shreffler holds undergraduate and mas,
ter's degrees from the University of Il
linois, Urbana, and his Ph.D. in genet
ics from the Ca I iforn ia Institute of
Technology, Pasadena. Associated with
the University of Michigan Medicai
School from 1961 to 1975, he also wa~,
a National Science Foundation Re
search Fellow at the Basel Institute for
Immunology, Switzerland. He is a mem
ber of the American Association of Im
munologists, the Transplantation So
ciety, and the Genetics Society 0'(
America, and served on the National
Institutes of Hea Ith Immunobio logy
Study Section from 1970 to 1974.

NEWLY ELECTED FELLOWS
TO THE AMERICAN
COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS
Edgar C. Boedeker, M.D. '68
Jerome D. Cohen, M.D. '64
Donald H. Finger, M.D. '50
Hunter H. Heath, III, IVI.D. '68
Owen S. Kantor, M.D.
Charles Kilo, M.D. '59
Robert H. Leahy, M.D.
Richard W. McCallum, M.D.
John A. Nickell, Jr., M.D.
Robert D. Porter, M.D. '67
Cary A. Presant, M.D.
Steven B. Raffin, M.D. '68
Udipi R. Shettigar, M.D.
Barry A. Siegel, M.D. '69
David K. Sirota, M.D. '60
Marc J. Straus, M.D.
Francis J. Tedesco, M.D.
Frank Vinicor, M.D. '67

Donald C. Shreffler, PhD., is the newly
appointed James S. McDonnell Profes
sor and Head of the Department of
Genetics.

Washington University

Medical Center
Alumni AssodaHon

MN
President's Letter

As president of the Medical
Center Alumni Association, I
represent you in many ways. The
first duty and privilege was to write
Dr. John Collins, Department of
Surgery, and Dr. Philip Needleman ,
Department of Pharmacology, to
inform them they had been
designated by the Senior Class as
the Alumni Teaching Scholars for
1977. This award carries a financial
grant of $10,000 to each recipient's
department and serves as a
reminder to all that teaching is a
vital function o f a medical schooL a
prime reason for being.

Medical Center Alumni Association
660 S. Euclid
St. Louis, MO 63110
(314) 454-2823
Claire Mac Connell, Director
Ruth Moenster
LaVerne Kammer
The alumni office is located in room
107 of Wohl Hospital

Next came the Freshman
Welcoming Party'. The students were
taken on a guided bus tour of St.
Louis, followed by happy hour and
dinner at the St. Charles Vintage
House and Wine Garden (nee
Wepprich's Wine Garden) where
beer flowed like wine and vice
versa. We alums and faculty who
attended were favorably impressed
by the caliber of the students. The
students present seemed to enjoy
the opportunity to get together for a
relaxing afternoon and evening. For
them, it was a pleasant interlude
between paying their tuition bill and
starting their first semester's work.
Incidentally, with the cost of
tuit ion escalating at the same rate as
coffee, the Student Loan Fund,
administered through the Alumni
Office, provides an urgently needed
service for students. John Herweg ,
who oversees our loan fund, tells me
that over 41 per cent of our students
are receiving some form of financial
aid and that in the past year 40
individuals benefited from loans
from this fund. Warning to all
readers: You'll hear more about loan
funds and scholarship funds in the
next OUTLOOK.
We will be hosting c. reception at
the Orthopedic meeting in Dallas
and the other major medical
meetings around the country, and
look forward to having you attend.
Enough for now-except to
remind you of the Clinical
Conference in St. Thomas in January.
Mary Langston Parker, M.D. '53
President.
Medical Center Alumni Association

Class Notes
Pre '20s and '20s
Paul J. Ew erhardt. '12, Arlington,
V A. has retired after more than 30
years of private psychiatric practice.

PORT
Theodore H. Hanser, '22, St. Louis ,
received the LL.D. Honorary Degree
in May from Concordia Theological
Se m inary.
George H. Garrison. '24, Oklahoma
City, OK, an addition to the
Children's Memorial Hospital was
dedicated in his name. Dr. Garrison
has been practicing pediatrics in
Oklahoma City for 48 years .
John S. Wier, '27, Fond du Lac,
WI. was honored for 50 years of
service as a physician at the State
Medical Society of Wisconsin's
annua l meeting.
A. Ford WolJ. '29. Temple, TX, was
honored by The American College
of Allergists with an "Award of
Merit."

'30s
Eugene M. Bricker. '34, Columbia,
MO, received the Ferdinand
Valentine Medal awarded by the
New York Academy of Medicine.
The Valentine Award is regarded as
one of the most prestigious honors in
the field of surgery.
Alva E. Miller. '34, Tacoma, W A,
has been clinical director of Western
State Hospital for 18 years after
spending 26 years in the U.S. Army.
Dr. Miller also was the European
Consultant to the Surgeon General.
Jean F. Rosier, '34, Mason C ity, IL.
has retired a fter 35 years of Foreign
Service with the Federal Government.
Martin Compton, '37, Bloomington,
IL, is the new medical adviser to the
McLean County Health Department.
He was the medical director for the
Country Lile Insurance Company.
Charles Eckert, '39, Albany, NY,
former chairman of the Department
of Surgery of the Albany Medical
College became the second person
in the history of AMC to receive the
appointment of Distinguished
Professor.
Brig. General Robert M.
Hardaway, '39, El Paso, TX, retired
from the Army as Commanding
General of the William Beawnont

Army Medical Center. He accepted a
position as professor of surgery at
Texas Tech University School of
Medicine in El Paso.

'405
Joseph D. Judy, '41. was elected
vice president of the Board of
Education of the Special School
District of St. Louis County.
Frank A. Brown, '42, Atlanta, GA,
spent 29 years in Missionary
Medicine in China and Japan. The
Yodogawa Christian Hospita L
Osaka, Japan incre ased from seven
staff workers in the cl inic in 1955 to
a I 75-bed, 300 staff workers and 33
full-time p hysicians in 1976.
Charles Huguley, '42. Atlanta, GA,
is professor of m ed icine at Emory
Un ivers ity, Atlanta.
C. Barber Mueller, '42, professor
of surgery at McMaster University,
Ham il ton, Ontario, received an
Alumni Citation from Washington
University on Founder's Day
October 8.
Glenn O. Turner, '42, Springfield,
MO, wrote a textbook entitled "The
Comprehensive Cardiovascular Care
Unit-A Guide for Planning and
Operation" published b y John Wiley
& Sons.
Parker Beamer, '43M. Chicago, IL,
was elected to Who 's Who in the
World for Medica l Achievements.
Bernard A. Bercu, '44, Wheeling,
WV, was named chief of medicme
at the Ohio Valley Medical Center.
Ceylon S. Lewis, Jr.. '45, Tulsa, OK,
is president of the Okla homa State
Medical Association.
James C. Folsom. '46, New York ,
NY, director of the Institute for the
Crippled and Disab led (ICD), has
been appOinted clinical professor of
psychiatry at New York University
School of Medicine.
Euge ne P. Johnson, '46, Casey, IL,
has been e lected secretary-treasurer
of the Illinois State Medical Society.
Dr. Johnson is a lso a member of the
Illinois Academy of Fa mily Practice.
Marvin Comblath, '47, Baltimore,
MD, p rofessor and chairman of the
Department of Pediatrics, University
of Maryland School of Medicine
publicized neonatal hypoglycemia
and demonstrated the effect of
glucogen on the he art.
Ma jor General Kenneth R. Dirks,
'4 7, Denver, CO, assumed command
of Fitzsimons Army Medical Center
in Denver. He formerly co mmanded
the U.S. Army Medical Research and
Developme n t Command in
Washi ngton, D.C.

Winfie ld Dow Edgerton, '47,
Davenport, IA, is currently me dical
director of the Maternal Health
Cente r. He had several papers
published in the field of laparoscopy
and a portion of a textbook entitled
"Laparoscopy."
Helen Hofsommer Glaser, '47,
Atherton, CA, clinical assistant
professor of psychiatry at Stanford
co-authored a book entitled
"Changing Hospita l Environments for
Children."
William M. Landau. '47, St. Louis ,
MO, was elected the 97th president
of the American Neurological
Association.
Edward P. Wood. '47, Anaconda ,
MT, is practicing radiology at Powell
County Hospital, Deer Lodge , MT .
He also is an Episcopal priest and
rector of the SL Martin Church,
Anaconda and St. James in Deer
Lodge.
Philip N. Jones, '48, Chicago, IL,
was promoted to professor of
medicine at Rush Medical College.
He also serves as a trustee of Rush
University and Rush Presbyterian,
St. Lukes Medical Center.
Leonard Berg, '49, St. Louis, MO,
professor of clinical neurology was
elected b y the part-time faculty of
WUMS as its representative to the
Executive Faculty, the Medical
School's governing body.
John A. McChesney, '49, San Jose,
CA, was made associate clinical
professor of medicine at the
University of California Medical
School in San Francisco.

'50s
Robert Oboum, 'SO, Topeka, KS,
became a Fellow of the American
Psychiatric Association.
Lowell A. Gess, '5 1. Alexandria ,
MN, was a medical missionary to
Nigeria and Sierra Leone, Africa for
23 years. Dr. Gess still spends one
or two months each year in Sierra
Leone and performs eye surgery.
Bruce D. Fallis, '52, Dallas, TX, is
the author of "Textbook of Pathology,"
and co-authored "Textbook of
Human Histology."
C. Jay Hoyt, '53, La Mesa , CA, is
currently president of the San Diego
International Plastic Surgery
Association and also is president of
the La Mesa, California Chapter of
the International Wine and Food
SOCiety.
Donald B. Rinsley, '54, Topeka, KS,
has been appointed clinical professor
of psychiatry at the University of
Kansas School of Medicine. A senior

faculty member in adult and child
psychiatry in the Menninger School
of Psychiatry, he also serves as
associate chief for e ducation,
psychiatry service, Topeka Ve terans
Administration Hospital and holds a
Spencer Foundation Fellowship in
Advanced Studies at the Menninger
Foundation in Topeka.
Robert C. Drews, '55, St. Louis, MO,
is presiden t of the American
Intraocular Implant Society.
Howard Siedler, '55, Kentfield, CA,
has been medical director of the
Kentfield Medical Hospital since
1973. In addition to the post at KMH,
he is chairman, Marin General
Hospital EEG department; trustee,
Marin Medical SOCiety; trustee Ross
General; assistant clinical professor
of neurology , University of California,
San Francisco; and consultant at
San Francisco V.A. Hospital and San
Quentin Prison,
Robert M. Filler, '56, recently
moved to Toronto to be surgeon·in
chief at The Hospital for Sick
Children and professor o f surgery
at the Un iversity of Toronto.
Ronald C. Herlel. '56, St. Louis ,
MO, is president of the Missouri
Orthopaedic Association .
Joseph V. LeBlanc, m, '56,
Bartlesville, OK, became the
medical director of Phillips Petroleum
Co., Corporate Office, Bartlesville.
Allan E. Kolker, '57, professor of
ophthalmology at the School of
Medicine, has been elected to the
American Ophthalmological Society,
one of the oldest and most
prestigious eye societies.
The odore J. Brickner, '58, Tulsa,
OK, has been named a Fellow of the
American College of Radiology.
Edwin Kinq Burford. Jr., '58, left his
private practice in family medicine
to become medical director of
Emergency Medical Services at St.
Francis Medical Center, Cape
Girardeau, MO.
Alexander Gottschalk, '58,
Hamden, CT, professor of diagnostic
radiology and director of nuclear
medicine at Yale University School
of Medicine gave the ninth annual
Heberding Memorial Lecture at
South Side Hospital, Youngstown,
OH. Dr. Gottscha lk is chairman of
the nuclear medicine program
committee of the Radiological Society
of North America.
John H. Holt. Jr., '58, is professor of
medicine at the University of
Alabama in Birmingham a nd chief
of cardiology at Birmingham V.A.
Hospital.
Milton J. Deitch. '59, Atlanta, GA,
is in private practice in urology.
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Gabriel S. Zatlin, '60, Providence,
RI, recently returned from Africa and
is now the student health physician
at Brown University .
Jack D. Singer, '62, is the senior
lecturer in Human Genetics,
University of London and consultant
in Human Genetics, Kings College
Hosp ital a n d Medical School.
Robert L. Fulton. '64, became board
certified in thoracic surgery and was
promoted to associate professor of
surgery at the University of
Louisville. Dr. Fulton is presently
chief of surgery at Louisville General
Hospital.
David H. Hussey, '64, Houston, TX,
has been cited for distinguished
medical achievements by being
named a Fellow of the American
College of Ra d iology.
Edward F. Ragsdale. 'S4. Alton, IL,
presiden t of the Madison County
unit of the American Cancer Society,
has been active in community affairs.
He is chairman of the Madison
Coun ty Republican party, and b oard
member of the Illinois State Medical
Society Political Action Committee.
Thomas F. Frls!, Jr.. '65, was
e lected president of Nashville's
Hospital Corporation of America, the
world's largest hospital management
company.
Max A. Baker, 'S6, was elected
president of the Arkansas Psychiatric
Society and chief-of-staff elect of St.
Edward's Mercy Medical Center in
Ft. Smith, AR.
Grace L. Blair, 'S7, Palo Alto , CA.
was appOinted chief of cardiovascular
surgery at Palo Alto V.A. Hospital,
but will continue as assistant
professor of cardiovascular surgery
at Stanford University Medical
Center.
Peter W. Broido, '67, Carol Stream,
IL, is an assistant professor of
surgery at the Illinois Medical
Center, and has a private practice in
general surgery in Winfield, IL.
John R. Crouch. Jr.. 'S7, San
Bernardino, CA, clinical instructor of
medicine at UCLA School of
Medicine, has been appointed acting
director 01 the San Bernardino
County Medical Center Family
Practice Department.
Michael Jacobs, 'S7, Woodside,
CA. received the Kaiser Foundation
Award for excellence in clinical
teaching.
Richard C. Shaw, '67, St. Louis,
MO, published a pap e r e n titled
" Ventricular Aneurysms."

Michael R. Treister. '67, Chicago,
IL, is active in private practice of
orthopaedic and hand surgery at
Treister Orthopaedic Services, Ltd.
He taught orthopaedic surgery in
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic,
under the auspices of Care-Med ico.
Wayne A. Border, '68, Torrance,
CA. was appointed chief of the Renal
Immunopathol.ogy Laboratory at
UCLA Harbor General Hospital, Los
Angeles.
James M. Nusrala , 'S8, has been
in multi specialty group practice in
Corvallis, OR, for the past three
years.
Michael E. Reil. 'S8, Oklahoma
City, OK, is a clinical instructor in
surgery at the University of
Oklahoma Health Sciences Center,
and a Fellow of the American
College of Surgeons. He also is a
Fellow of the American College of
Gastroenterology, and has a private
practice at the Mercy Health Center
in Oklahoma City .
Georg e R. Randall, 'S9, Wichita,
KS, entered private practice but will
continue as a member of the
attending staff at the University of
Oklahoma.

'10s
Joann L. Data, '70, recently
received the Ph.D. degree in
pharmacology from Vanderbilt
University. Her thesis was
"Prostaglandins: Modulators of
Organ Blood Flow and Function."
Bruce D. Fisher, '70, Longmeadow,
MA. has entered private practice of
infectious diseases and internal
medicine with Springfield, MA
Medical Associates, Inc. He also is
on staff of the Baystate Medical
Cen ter and Mercy Hospital.
Eric B. Zurbrugg, '70. River Forest,
IL, began his third year of pediatric
neurology training at Michael Reese
Hospital in Chicago.
Jo B. Zurbrugg, '70, River Forest,
IL, is continu ing in her priva te
pediatric practice in Oak Park.
Major Dennis Cooper, '71. was
a warded the Army Medal of
Commendation for distinguished
service as an ophthalmologist at
Fort Hood, TX. He is now in
private practice in Scottsdale, AZ.
Harrison B. Keller, '71. San Antonio,
has completed his otolaryngology
residency. Dr. Keller began a plastic
surgery fellowship at Wilford Hall
USAF Medical Center, Lackland
AFB, TX.
Jane E. Brazy, '72. Durham, NC,

has been appointed an assistant
professor in pediatrics and perinatal
medicine at Duke University.
Pe ter C. Brazy, '72, Durham, NC, is
completing a nephrology fellowship
at Duke University.
John M. Eisenberq, '72,
Philadelphia, is an assistant
professor of medicine at the
University of Pennsylvania, serving
as co-director of the Primary Care
residency and as associate director
lor medical affairs of the National
Health Care Management Center.
Toby Nathan, '72, began pediatric
practice in August with the Reqional
Health Center in Wilmington, MA.
Thomas C. Namey , '73.
Birmingham, AL, was recently
elected to membership in the Society
of Sigma Xi, and the Orthopaedic
Research Society. He is currently an
instructor in medicine and clinical
instructor in nuclear medicine at the
Alabama Medical Center.
Anette TwitchelL '73, has
completed a three year family
practice residency and spent a year
as full-time faculty in the Department
of Family Practice, Community
Medicine and Dentistry. She is
currently medical director at
Oklahoma City Urban Indian Health
Project.
Stephan P. and Natalia H. Hozak,
'74, have recently joined Dr.
H. W. R. Fluckiger in the Department
of Family Practice at the Springfield
Clinic in Illinois.
Keith A. Wichterman, '74, New
Haven, CT, spent three months in
Nigeria and three months at the
Albert Schweitzer Hospital in Haiti
during the past year.
Roh ert M. Black, '75, Hamden, CT,
will begin a renal fellowship at
Massachusetts General and later
will do research at the Peter Bent
Brigham Hospital in nephrology.
Bonnie L. Mitchell. '76. received a
$12,000 Cancer Research Fellowship
from the Ladies Auxiliary to the
Veterans of Foreign Wars. She will
be studying a cancer-causing
chemical which is associated with
atmospheric pollutants found in coal
tar, cigarette smoke and exhaust
fumes.

Former House Staff and
Former Faculty
Willard Allen, M.D., is con tinuing
as associate dean in charge of
admissions at the University of
Maryland School of Medicine,
Baltimore.

Wallace P. Berkowitz. M.D ..
Belleville, IL, is a member of the
American Association of Cosmetic
Surgeons and a fellow of the
American Academy of
Ophthalmology and Otolaryngology.
Peter D. Clarisse. M.D.. Portsmouth,
RI, was elected secretary of the
Newport County Medical Society
and treasurer of the Rhode Island
Radiological Society.
Robert J. Glaser. M.D.. Atherton,
CA. president of The Henry J. Kaiser
Family Foundation was bestowed a
Mastership from the American
College of Physicians in recognition
of his selfless and creative career of
public service.
Carl S. Insber. M.D.. Newport, RI,

was board certified in pediatrics in
Nashville. He will return next year
to establish a private practice in St.
Louis.
Frank M. Posey. M.D.. has been in
gynecology practice for 31 years in
San Antonio. He says "pasture is
just around the corner."
Catherine A. Smith. Ph.D ..
Portland, OR, received the Award of
Merit from the American Otological
Society for research in otology.
John S. Spratt. Jr.. M.D .. joined the
University of louisville faculty as
professor of surgery, and the
American Cancer Society professor
of clinical oncology. Dr. Spratt also
is deputy director of the Cancer
Center in Louisville.

Margaret M. Stutzman Robert F. Meger
Glenn R. Weygandt
John F. Porterfield
CLASS OF 1948
Walter A. Fernau, Jf.
Herbert O. Sieker
CLASS OF 1949
Donald C. Greaves
Sidney Jick
Louis Kurahara
John F. O'Brien
CLASS OF 1950
Robert I. Pfeffer
Frank J. Skerbeck
CLASS OF 1951
Murray Chinsky
Edward S. Evens on
Melvin L. Faw
Forest D. Harris
Ann Hunt
Kenneth E. Pitts
Orin). Riddell, III
Kenneth D. Serkes

WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
ALUMNI CONTRIBUTORS1977 STUDENT LOAN FUND
Over the years this Fund has assisted
scores of Washington University
medical students in meeting their
expenses, especially those of an
emergency nature. As educational
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Joseph C. Barnett, Jr.
Kenn eth J. Bennett
John W . Berry
Hugh Chaplin, Jr.
Jorge A. Covarrubias
Ronald D. Farran
Wilber Gearhart
Richa rd P. Gerhardstein
Percy V. Gladdy
Jchn M. Gold
Thomas R. Hamilton
Alber t E. Hesker
Howard L. Hudson
Carl S. Ingber
David M. Kipnis
Andrew P. Klaus
Sun H. Lau
Joseph Lamer
Joseph H. Lesser
Th omas A. Lombardo
Ala n I. Mand ell
J. Guerra Medina
Katharine K. Merritt
Isak C. Meshulam
Jchn S. Metcalf. Jf.
Frank D. Moelle r
Rodrigo A. Munoz
Reynaldo D. Pagtakhan
Edwin M. Powell
John A. Powell
Mabel L. Pu r erson
Francis J. Riley
William C. Robbins
Bahij S. Salibi
Isa A. Samad
Harrison H. Shoulders. Jr.

Mary A. Tillman
Thomas B. Vest
Daniel Weisz
Robert Wintemu te
Raymond E. Yadon
Hector Zevallos
CL ASS OF 1927
Leuis F. Aitken
Jenner G. Jones
CLASS OF 1928
John F. Patton
Rebert H. Riedel
CLASS OF 1929
Paul R. Boren
Alexander W. Freshman
Irwin B. Horwitz
Gabriel A. Rivera
CLASS OF 1930
J. Paul Burgess
Edmund H. Werling
CLASS OF 1931
Benjamin D. Friedman
George A. Greenberg
CLASS OF 1932
Edwin K. Chunghoon
William H. Meinberg
Sydney S. Pearl
Arthur Steer
e LA.SS OF 1933
Angelo Bologna
William T. K. Bryan
Harry Goldman

CLASS OF 1960
Robert E. Fechner
Edgar O. Givhan
William B. Grubb, Jf.
George P. Hoech, Jr.
Floyd G. Johnson
Donald C. Sauer
John S. Shoen tag
Gabriel S. Zatlin
CLASS OF 1961
Arthur M. Clemen ts
William B. DeLong
Alan M. Londe
David M. Reisler
Ronald E. Ros enthal
Gary A. Storey
Shigemi Sugiki

CLASS OF 1952
Mary A. Davis
Ernest D. Helmick
CLASS OF 1962
Sherman O. Schachter Robert Edelman
Ralph R. Edminster
CLASS OF 1953
Monroe A. Gross
costs continue to rise, the Fund as
Stanley A . Burris
Gerald Medoff
sumes increasing importance. Grate
John F. Commerford
Laurence W. Muench
ful thanks is extended to all 1977
Alan Hecht
John D. Rich
Wa lter S. Hixon
contributors.
John E. Rittmann
Charles W. Parker

Mary L. Parker
FACULTY AND FORMER Catherine Smith
HOUSE OFFIC ERS
Ralph O. Smith
Frank R. Attridge
Dixie E. Snider

CLASS OF 1959
T. Shelly Ashbell
H. Stephen Farmer
Murray H. Hellant
Eugene L. Nagel
Maxwell M. Urata

Edwin R. Westbrook
CLASS OF 1934
Ben P. Frissell
Ralph R. Jones
Alva E. Miller
Jean F. Rogier
Corinne Westphal
CLASS OF 1935
Henry J. Lane
Paul C. Sheldon
CLASS OF 1936
Edgar L. Engel
Nathan R. Kahn
John W. Records
Robert H. Rutherford
William L. Sellers
Michael S. Wepprich

Roland R. Cross, Jf.
William S. Curtis
Robert L. Merrill
John S. Skinner
CLASS OF 1941
Bruce L. Canaga , Jf.
Judson I. Chalkley
John P. Lee
CLASS OF 1942
Herman T. Blumenthal
Elbert H. Cason
Herman Rice
CLASS OF 1943M
Edward H. Dunn
CLASS OF 1943D
James G. Owen
James Quinn
Donald E. Smith
William S. Welborn

CLASS OF 1937
Arthur A. Kaplan
Theodor E. Kircher, Jf.
H. L. Townsend
CLASS OF 1944
Wilben E. Hieb
CLASS OF 1938
CLASS OF 1945
A.lfred Golden
Thomas K. Hood
J. Robert Mangum
Donald E. Kilker
Frank J. Weber . Jf.
Edgar N. Lockett , Jf.
CLASS OF 1939
CLASS OF 1946
Mark ). Brockbank
Jack Barrow
Heinz E. Cran
Boyd E. Haywa rd
Ruth Fleming
Robert M. Hardaway Andrew S. Lanier
Dorothy T. Pulli am
Julius G. Harrell
Robert S. Spain
Margaret A. Ingram
CLASS OF 1940
Harold A. Budke
Francis R. Burns

CLASS OF 1947
William A. Abele
Rosellen E. Cohnberg

CLASS OF 1954
John F. Bergmann
William F. Capps, Jf.
Gerald M. Hoxworth
Donald C. Meredith
Charles L. Neely, Jf.
Samuel C. Woolvin, II

CLASS OF 1963
Donald W. Humphreys
Robert S. Hunt

Ernest L. Lewis
David L. Nelson
Richard L. Payne
Sy lvester Sterioff
Eugene J. Valentini

CLASS OF 1955
William C. Barrette
Waller W. Cooper
Richard R. Dewey
Robert C. Drews
L. Bruce Ellis
Selna L. Kaplan
Glendall L. King
Frederick T. Kraus
Martin E. Liebling
Miles C. Whitener
Robert G. Zeitler

CLASS OF 1964
Robert E. Adler
George A. Carder
Max L. Elliott
Ann B. Fle tcher
John R. Fletcher
John E. MW1Zenrider
Robert S. Richmond
Robert G. Sc heibe

Malcolm B. Bowers , Jr.
Michael Gass
William J. Goettman
John A. Headrick
Ronald K. McGregor

Jay L. Liss
Dan A. Sewell
Larry A. Schafer
Walter D. Stevenson, III
Leslie A. Torgerson

CLASS OF 1965
F. Eliska Atkins
John H. Brunner
CLASS OF 1956
William M. Dyer, Jf.
Quentin H. Lehmann
Alan Hendin
John S. Meyer
Barry B. Kirschbaum
Richard H. Spitz
Wilmier M. Talbert, Jr. Albert H. Krause , Jr.
Harry M. Rogers
Gordon C. Taylor
Margaret C. Telfer
CLASS OF 1957
Robert B. Telfer
Paul L. Friedman
Frank D. Weistart
Harry C. Gibson
Godofredo M. Herzog CLASS OF 1966
Lawre nce C. Pakula
Gilbert J. Gordon
Dale H. Heisinger
CLASS OF 1958
Daniel J. Leary, Jf.
Thomas C. Apostle

CLASS OF 1967
Milton S. Bleiwe iss
Allan C. Campbell
John R. Feagler
William B. Horner
David L. Kyger
Gary S. Rachelefsky
Robert D. Shay
Michael R. Treister
Step hen W. Van Meter
Frank Vinicor

CLASS OF 1971
Oren M. Conway
Mary L. Holland
Harrison B. Keller
Robert A. Laibovitz
Robert M.
Galatzer-Levy
James E. Oda
Lee A. Rigg
Anthony J.
vVeisenberge r

CLASS OF 1968
Leonmd M. Rodin
Marc A. Schuck it
Gary D. Shacke lford
Penelope G .
Shackelford

CLASS OF 1972
Peter Brazy
Dallas C. Long, III
Frank L. Mannino

CLASS OF 1969
Ralp h B. Freidin
Steven R. Goldring
Th cmas B. Hall , III
Richard P. Jacobs
Edward L. Knuteson
Robert C. Kolod ny
Char le s L. Rich
Bar ry A. Siegel
Andy Sullivan
CLASS OF 1970
Joa nn L. Data
Robert G . Harmon
Alexander L. Miller
Lyle D. Pahnke, Jr.
William T. Shearer
Pete r J. Stern

CLASS OF 1973 •
Edward H. Birkermeie r,
J[J

Joel D. Blumhagen
Byron S. Cooper
Gale G. Kerns
Edward W. Knowlton
Jon F. Mcran
CLASS OF 1974
James E. Bradof
Peter Glickman
Alan J. Tiefenbrun n
CLASS OF 1975
William H. Cloud, Jr.
Na thaniel L. Karlins
Jo-Ellyn M. Ryall
CLASS OF 1976
Milton T. Mendenhall

In Memoriam
Enor G. Anderson, '28 .. Apr. 27, 1977
Berlin F. Barham, .'39.
. Jan. 2, 1977
Brian B. Blades, '32 .... Sept. 28, 1977
Elme r O. Breckenridge, '23
.... . Feb. 23, 1977
Thomas H. Buford, M.D . . May 17, 1977
Leonard F. Bush, '34
June 17,1977
Archie Carr, '2 1 . ...... July 31,1977
Lewis S. Chase, M.D . . May 18, 1977
Carl E. Chism, M .D. . . . June 25, 1977
Frances R. Crouch, '36 .. June 20, 1977
Edgar W. Davis, '44 . . Aug. 28, 1977
Hans Deutsch, '23 .... Aug. 5, 1977
Oliver Ehrhardt, '26 ... . . Apr. I, 1977
Leroy E. Ellison, '25 .. .. July 23, 1977
Harry Es tes , M.D . .... date unknown
Edwin Gildea, M.D . . .. . July 19, 1977
William N. Jenkins , '20 . June 2, 1977
R. W. Kelley, '39.
. . Ju ne 26,1977
Otto K. Megee , '12 ..... Nov. 9, 1977
Winfred L. Post, '22 .... Apr. 28, 1977
Leland H. Prewitt, M.D. Jan. 16, 1977
Frank J. Slater, '2 9 .... May 14, 1977
Roland Slater, '25.
Aug. 21, 1977
Ha rry K. Takenaka, '38 .. Jan. 2, 1977
Wesley D. Thompson, Jr., M.D.
.. date unknown
Jerome A. Weaver, '39 Aug. 26, 1977

Joseph R. Westmoreland, '32
.date unknown
Harvey L. White, '20 . . . Oct. l. 1977
James S. Womble, '41 ... Nov. 9, 1976

Mueller, '42, receives
Alumni Cita tion
C. Barber Mueller, '42, professor of
surgery at McMaster University,
received a 1977 Alumni Citation at
vI[ashington University's Founders
Day.
Mueller is a renowned educator
and surgeon who has won acclaim
for his contributions to medical
education. He has achieved special
recognition for his basic research on
the human kidney, with particular
reference to acute renal failure in
surgical and wounded patients .
Mueller's clinical experience
includes internship and residency at
Barnes Hospital and fe llowships at
Harvard Medical School and at
Washington University Sch ool of
Medicine.
He has served as instructor and
assistant professor of surgery and
clinical surgery at Washington

j

Members of the 1977-78 Executive Council of the Washington University Medical Center Alumni Association are : sea ted: Drs.
Drews, Lansche, Parker, Bergmann, Philpott, standing: Drs . Kin g, Hanes, Buettner, Kingsland, Rader, Koerner, Barker, Middle 
ton, Ford, Garfinkel, Brown, Mullen, Herweg, Duffy, Magness, Lewis, Smith , Maugh s, Ubben, Norbury, Long, Barrow, Salibi .

University School of Medicine and
as professor of surgery and
department chairman at the State
Unive rsity of New York, Upstate
Medical Center.
Mueller is a n active member of
more than 20 medical and honorary
s ocieties, including the American
College of Surgeons; Royal College
of Physicians and Surgeons
(Canada); the American Surgical
Association; Phi Beta Kappa; and
Alpha Omega Alpha, the national
medical honor society.
He has received special
appointment to the National
Research Council, the Licensing and
Examination Committee of the
Medical Council of Canada, the
Board of Consultants of the Ontario
Cancer and Research Foundation,
and the Committee on Examinations
of the Royal College of Physicians
and Surgeons.
For the past 6 years , he has served
as an active committee and board
member of the National Board of
Medical Examiners. Mueller is the
author of more than 70 publications,
which include works relating to the
philosophical and ethical
background of medicine in society.
Co-editor of the "Canadian Journal
of Surgery, " he has been a featured
speaker at more than 25 international
and national medical conferences
during the last three years.

Calenda.. 01 CODI-naing
Medica Edacalion
JANUARY-FEBRUARY
Alu mn i Clinical Conference

FEBR UA RY
16-17

"Current Topics in Pulmonary Disease"

MARCH
2- 3

o

" Rheumatology for the Practicing Physi cian"

MARCH S·MAY22
"Intern al Medicine Board Exami nation Review"

APRIL
6- 7 " Venous and Arterial Th rombosis : Current Status of
Diagnosis, Prevention and Th erapy"
13-14 "Ann ual Symposium on OB-GYN"

MAY
3- 5 Alumni Reunion-"Current Topics in Infectious Diseases"
18 "Th ird Annual Symposium on Surgica l Problems in
Ch i ldren "
19-20 "Neuromuscu lar Diseases"

For additio nal informati on:
The Office of Continuing Medical Education
Washington University School of Medicine
660 South Euclid Avenue
St. Lou is, Missouri 63110
or telephone (314) 367-9673 or 454-3372

AI umni Receptions
Feb. 24, 1978-American
Academy of Orthopedic
Surgeons-Dallas Hilton
Hotel
April 10, 1978-American
College of Obstetricians &
Gynecologists
April 15, 1978-Missouri State
Medical Association
Kansas City
April 18, 1978-American
College of Physicians
Boston

"
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Orthopedic
Center Opens
Nautilus equipment, which is ordi
na ri Iy used prima ri Iy by professiona I
athletes, is the unique aspect of the
new Orthopedic Center at Washington
University School of Medicine.
The Center was established in memory
of William G. Moore, Jr., by his family
and friends.
The sophisticated nautilus exercise
equipment was chosen because of its
durability and efficiency in improving
muscle strength and endurance.
Washington University is the only
place in the midwest and one of just
a few places in the country where
nautilus equipment is being used for
reha bi I itative purposes.
Leo A. Whiteside, M.D., head of the
Division of Orthopedic Surgery, and
Jordan H. Ginsberg, M.D., instructor in
orthopedic surgery, are co-di.ectors of
the Center.

